AIR TRAFFIC BULLETIN: Effective During the following time periods: 7/12-7/15, 7/19-7/22, And 7/267/29.
During the yearly Bohemian Grove event, Oakland Center is anticipating heavier than normal air traffic
in and around the Wine Country Airports. In order to safely expedite the flow of traffic , Oakland Center
requests the following;

1. Charles M Schulz- Sonoma County Airport (STS) departure Aircraft: All aircraft are requested to
file and depart on a published Standard Instrument Departure (SID) procedure and then their
requested flight plan. Aircraft should not file direct to their first fix.
Jets and Turbo prop Aircraft: CHARLIE FIVE DEPARTURE (CHRLY5.STS).
All other Aircraft: Appropriate SID.
2. Napa County Airport (APC) departure Aircraft: All aircraft are requested to file and depart on a
published Standard Instrument Departure (SID) procedure and then their requested flight plan.
Aircraft should not file direct to their first fix.
Jets and Turbo prop Aircraft: MERLOT TWO DEPARTURE (MER2.SGD).
All other Aircraft: Appropriate SID.
3. Wine Country Arrival Aircraft:
a. Aircraft arriving from the Northeast: Aircraft from the Northeast should file via FIMUV and
then direct to the arrival airport. This will help air traffic to de-conflict from other major Bay
Area departure and arrival flows.
b. Aircraft arriving from the Southeast: Aircraft from the Southeast should file via
MOD..OAK..SAU and then direct to the arrival airport. This will help air traffic de-conflict and
sequence with other major Bay Area departure and arrival flows.
Additional information:
During these time periods Oakland Center will not be providing VFR or IFR practice approaches to the
following airports: APC, STS, DVO, O69 and UKI. This is in effect daily from 0800-1700L. This will be
published via a NOTAM at each airport.
All aircraft should expect minor delays departing and arriving at all Wine Country Airports.
Oakland Air Route Traffic Control Center appreciates your help and cooperation.

